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Rural Korean-Chinese dwelling traditions have undergone deep social and political fluctuations since the arrival of Korean migrants in Yanbian in the late nineteenth century. However,
the way this population has built their houses has continued to reinforce their sense of a separate identity in a foreign land. By examining ethnic policies related to Korean-Chinese rural
houses in Yanbian, this study affirms the role of the state in constructing ethnic identity, and
challenges the present theorization of hybridity.
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Oriented toward China’s frontier and adjacent to North Korea and Russia, Yanbian Korean
Chinese Autonomous Prefecture is the largest administrative entity in Jilin province.
Subdivided into six municipalities, it is home to an estimated 806,000 ethnic Koreans
(f i g . 1 ) .1
Large numbers of Koreans originally migrated to this area in the late nineteenth century during a period of famine on the Korean peninsula. Thus, although Yanbian was
officially designated an autonomous prefecture in 1952, its status as a formal administrative region can be traced to the foreign and frontier policies of the late Qing dynasty.
Indeed, legitimization of the residency of Korean immigrants in Yanbian in 1881 marked
a crucial moment in the development of the agricultural potential of Manchuria. Since
then, however, Korean Chinese in Yanbian have experienced profound social and economic changes under a series of political regimes with very different ethnic policies.
The Korean minority in Yanbian is culturally distinct from other groups in China.
Unlike many other minorities in China, ethnic Koreans were also incorporated into the
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figu re 1 . The geography of Yanbian Korean Chinese Autonomous
Prefecture, showing the three villages in which the fieldwork was done in
2008.

Chinese state as the result of voluntary migration, not territorial expansion. However, since their arrival in northeast
China, at a time of rising consciousness of the nation-state,
Korean Chinese have been keen to maintain their ethnic distinctiveness — although there have been different reasons
for this over the years.
This report examines three issues: Chinese ethnic (and
frontier) policies in Yanbian during the last hundred years;
the way ethnic Korean identity has been (re)constructed in
China; and changes in Chinese-Korean house form in
Yanbian. Specifically, I argue that policies of the Chinese
government have been instrumental in (re)constructing
Korean-Chinese identity. To illustrate this, I connect the
material development of the rural Korean-Chinese house to
changing ethnic and frontier policies, placing it within the
rubric of ethnic identity, modernity and globality. In terms of
ethnic policies and identity (re)formation, contrary to recent
postcolonial and transnational studies, the report also affirms
the strong role played by the Chinese state.
I cut into these issues from the perspective of the form
and interior arrangement of Korean-Chinese houses. These
residences, and the environment in which they have been
built, are not just composed of physical and spatial forms;
they are evidence of an attitude of mind. By comparing the
plans of houses on the Korean peninsula to those in Yanbian,
I show how the Korean-Chinese house, as a hybrid form, has
changed over time and now differs in many respects from
either its Korean or Chinese counterparts. More importantly,

I explain how before the Communist revolution, the hybrid
rural Korean-Chinese house was a site of resistance to harsh
attempts to assimilate migrant Koreans to Chinese culture.
Yet even under more favorable Communist ethnic policies,
the practice of hybridity has continued, and today it resists
not state authority, but another powerful homogenizing force
— globalization. This report thus tells how both sinicization
and globalization have failed to assimilate and eliminate a
separate sense of Korean-Chinese identity in Yanbian.
In order to discern how different ethnic policies have
affected material culture, a long historical lens, covering several political regimes, is required. The report thus refers to primary and secondary sources on Chinese ethnic policies of
different time periods, and incorporates the analysis of selected
ethnic-Korean rural houses from my fieldwork. However, in
addition to the rhetoric and intentions of central- and local-government policies, I look at the various social realities those
policies have created during the last century — a period of
political and economic turmoil. This involves examining such
factors as family structure, the specification and use of rooms
for different domestic activities, the availability of household
consumer goods, and the apportioning of domestic space.
The report focuses on rural houses, because in traditional contexts, as Amos Rapoport noted, “designers were either
the users themselves, or designers and clients typically
shared the same culture.”2 In the case of Yanbian, these
designers and clients have been local Korean-Chinese peasants. Furthermore, as an ethnic minority, immigrant
Koreans have remained outside the workings of the Chinese
state. Thus, the way they have built their houses reveals the
repercussions of local resistance, confrontation and negotiation during the implementation of state policies.
To better understand how such political considerations
have affected the construction of rural houses in Yanbian, it
is important to understand the history of Korean migration
to Manchuria. It is to this that I turn first.

FORMATION OF KOREAN-CHINESE COMMUNITIES
AND DEVELOPMENT OF A HOUSE PROTOTYPE

Throughout history, the close interaction between China
and Korea has resulted in population movements between
the two countries. Written records exist of Korean migration
to northeast China long before the Manchu Qing dynasty
(1644–1911).3 During most of their rule, however, the Qing
emperors, who originated in Manchuria, restricted all other ethnic groups from entering their homeland in an effort to preserve it as a base separate from Han Chinese life and culture.
Koreans, however, kept crossing the border to Yanbian
to cultivate wet rice. This activity led to their expulsion on
several occasions during the early and high Qing dynasty.4
Indeed, until the 1880s it was considered illegal by both governments for Koreans to cross the border to Yanbian as
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either farmers or harvesters of ginseng.5 Those farmers who
did visit Yanbian in the summer were therefore temporary
sojourners, and they avoided building permanent structures
in fear that these would be destroyed by local officials.6
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, increasing
Russian (and, after the 1890s, Japanese) aggression in
Manchuria changed the population dynamic in Yanbian. To
counter this outside threat, the Manchus modified their
exclusion policy, and began recruiting Chinese from other
provinces, such as Shandong and Hebei, to cultivate land in
this sparsely populated border region. Yanbian was also
opened to settlement by both Han Chinese from the hinterland and immigrant Koreans. However, Han Chinese were
initially reluctant to move to the area because of its remoteness and primitive transportation system. As a result, in the
next few decades, they were quickly outnumbered by Koreans.
Legalization of residency in 1881 meant that Koreans
could build permanent structures on newly acquired lands
in Yanbian.7 The settlers also began to form immigrant villages, normally composed of no more than twenty households who shared a common surname. Despite harsh Qing
policies enforcing ethnic assimilation, by 1900 there were
already more than three hundred such voluntary villages,
and Korean-Chinese communities had become firmly established in Manchuria.8 The migration of Koreans to Yanbian in
the late nineteenth century also brought new architectural ideas
and construction techniques to the area. To understand their
importance, however, requires a brief discussion of the traditional Korean dwelling.
Scholars have argued that fengshui and Confucianism
together established the underlying rules for the design of
traditional Korean houses, creating distinct patterns of siting
and spatial organization that reflected distinct patterns of
domestic life.9 There were two basic house forms. Houses
of the well-to-do were generally made of adobe brick, with an
interior courtyard surrounded by colonnades and open
rooms. A strong hierarchy of privacy, both visually and mentally, was enhanced by the use of thresholds, gates, screens
and walls, which marked boundaries between outside and
inside, and between male and female sectors. Also, unlike
the simple intersections of four sloping surfaces common in
northern Chinese houses, a vertical plane was normally
inserted at both ends of the massive hipped roofs (tiled in
grey or dark blue), creating a distinct architectural feature.
The second house type was a more unassuming rural one.
Its walls were made of mud with a plaster surface, and its
roof was covered with mud and thick thatch. Humble
dwellings of this sort did not include a formal courtyard.
They also did not include a strict partition between genders,
although a hierarchy of privacy could still be discerned.
It is important to note that Koreans customarily take off
their shoes when entering a room. Furthermore, in traditional Korean dwellings, colonnaded porches with deep eaves
played a crucial role in movement from one room to another.
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Often such houses did not feature openings between rooms,
and all doors opened directly to the exterior colonnade.
Above all, the most striking feature of Korean houses
was a flat, heatable bed, built with bricks or thin stone slabs,
the surface of which was often covered with wooden boards
or fiberboard decorated with a yellow lacquer polish. Called
an ondol, this was a common answer among people of the
region to the need for warmth during the cold, damp winters. And because it provided the main location for everyday
activities in the traditional Korean house (such as eating,
playing, lounging and entertaining), it defined the interior
layout. Moreover, because domestic Korean activities normally took place while sitting on the ondol, Korean dwellings
appear lower than their Chinese counterparts, in which
chair-sitting prevailed.
Both the tile- and thatched-roofed house types arrived in
Yanbian with Korean farmers beginning in the 1880s, making the single-story dwellings of these early settlers quite distinct from those of the local Chinese. Unlike the Chinese
houses, spaces in the migrants’ houses were divided by light,
sliding wooden screens that could be opened and closed
according to need. It was hard to distinguish windows and
doors from outside the Korean-Chinese house — quite
unimaginable in the Chinese house. Latticed door panels
allowed summertime ventilation in Korean-Chinese dwellings.
And Korean-Chinese houses did not conform to the strict
stipulation for bilateral symmetry and a central bay in a
Chinese house.
Ethnic-Korean houses in Yanbian also put great emphasis on the gudul (the term Korean-Chinese used to describe
the equivalent of the ondol).10 Han Chinese or Manchu houses of the region also featured a heated bed, known as a kang.
But in Korean-style dwellings this area was much bigger, and
it was connected to a larger stove. Furthermore, in a
Manchu house the kang was typically U-shaped, designed to
honor the west wall, allow a place for a shrine, and leave
space in the center of the room for movement. And in a
Han house, it was normally I- or L-shaped — leaving room
for furniture such as chairs and tables and indicating the
equal importance of activities on and off it. By contrast, the
Korean-Chinese gudul was a place of everyday life. In
essence, it served as a multipurpose room, and most activities took place on it, as might be expected of a “floor-sitting”
instead of “chair-sitting” culture ( fi g . 2 ) .
Korean-Chinese houses also differed in terms of kitchen
layout from Han or Manchu houses. In Manchu and Han
houses, kitchens were built on one side of the central bay,
facing the entrance. They were also separated from the kang
and other rooms by partition walls. Korean-Chinese
kitchens, on the other hand, were located next to the wide
gudul. And where Han and Manchu kitchens were generally
built at ground level, those in Korean-Chinese houses were
built slightly lower. Finally, since a gudul was larger than
similar structures in northeastern Chinese house traditions,
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figu re 2 . The kang in a Manchu
house (left), in a Han house (middle),
and the gudul in a Korean-Chinese
house (right).

Korean-Chinese houses had one more (three in total) fire
hole ( fig. 3 ) . Multiple flues were embedded under the floor
and fed directly by fires in the kitchen stove, generating sufficient heat to enable the enlarged size of the gudul and making an insulating partition between the gudul room and the
kitchen unnecessary (f i g . 4 ) . The proximity of the kitchen

figu re 3 . Three
fire holes and the fire
pit in the kitchen of a
Korean-Chinese house
in Lutian Village.

figu re 4 . Section of a Korean-Chinese house showing the construction
of the roof and gudul. Redrawn by author from Y. Zhang, Jilin min ju
(Vernacular House in Jilin) (Beijing: Beijing Architectural Industry
Press, 1985).

and living room (gudul) also provided ample opportunity for
men and women to talk during cooking, an important aspect
of the Korean way of life.
Faced with the repressive ethnocentric policies of the
Qing dynasty, immigrant Koreans responded by organizing
themselves into various kinds of associations. These helped
promote education and the use of the Korean language as a
way to keep their ethnic identity and autonomy alive.11 In
addition, Korean immigrants, who moved to Yanbian due to
famine at home, grouped themselves into compact “spontaneous” villages.12
In their new land, Koreans were forced to change many
of their customs, including their hair and clothing styles. But
they successfully maintained their dwelling form and domestic
lifestyle (which were out of sight of mistrustful magistrates).
As the local government was, until recently, neither able to
provide economic aid to Koreans nor willing to regulate their
building practices, for many decades Korean immigrants
continued to build their houses according to practices familiar
to them from their past lives on the Korean peninsula.

ETHNIC IDENTITY AND ETHNIC POLICIES:
PROCESS OF CHANGE

Koreans who migrated to Yanbian in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century consciously maintained their cultural difference and ethnic characteristics.13 Scholars now
agree that notions of ethnic identity are not formed as a natural byproduct of descent, culture and genetic transmission;
rather, research has focused on its socially constructed
aspects — i.e., the ways in which boundaries, identities and
cultures are negotiated, defined and transformed through
interaction both inside and outside an ethnic community.14
The (re)construction of a minority ethnic identity, such as
that of migrant Koreans in Yanbian, can thus be understood
as a continuous process that not only involves socio-cultural
self-definition, but also the impact of external forces.
Of these external forces, labeling by the state and by other
ethnic groups can be very important. There are several ways
that ethnicity can thus be “politically constructed,” i.e., ways in
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which ethnic boundaries, identities and cultures may be negotiated, defined and produced by political interaction.15 Recent
studies of borderlands have revealed how this negotiation may
challenge the conventional political notions of late modernity.16
This has been particularly true in Southeast Asia where state
sovereignty in border regions is sometimes marginal, and may
even be abandoned. However, in this report I argue that the
nation-state has remained the dominant force regulating and
shaping the ethnic boundaries of Korean-Chinese people and
influencing their patterns of ethnic identification.
As a group, ethnic Koreans in Yanbian have generally
been poor rice farmers, who have remained outsiders to state
power.17 As such, they have been greatly affected by Chinese
ethnic and frontier policies. These can be roughly periodized
into five phases: the harsh assimilating policies of the late
Qing dynasty (1881–1911); overt hostility during the
Nationalist and warlord governments (1912–1931); conceptual
separation from Chinese during Japanese rule in Manchuria
(1931–1945); improved status as a model minority during the
early years of Maoism, but ethnic backlash during the
Cultural Revolution (1948–1977); and the recent reform policies associated first with the opening of China to the outside
by Deng Xiaoping in 1978, and including new internal aid
programs since 2001 that have supported the development of
ethnic border regions. As I will show, under Communist
ideology, the designation of Korean Chinese as members of
the “peasant” class has been crucial in bringing psychological
change to their identity. However, reaction to their harsh
treatment during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) has
also been a significant motivator.
During the last years of the Qing dynasty and the succeeding years of Nationalist and warlord regimes, Koreans
moved to Yanbian in increasing numbers, either to flee
Japanese rule or economic hardship or to use China as a
base for anti-Japanese resistance.18 Yet even as these immigrant Koreans played a crucial role in developing the agricultural resources of Yanbian and contributed to Chinese frontier
policies, local officials remained suspicious of them. In a
report to Beijing in 1907, a Chinese official expressed anxiety
over the great number of Korean immigrants:
Koreans who moved here should obey the regulations of
our country, and get rid of their old customs. [However]
local officials failed to carry out the decree of enforcing
them to cut hair and change dressing, as a result, Korean
immigrants sojourning here look alien from our culture. .
. . Koreans in Yanbian amounted to more than 50,000,
while Chinese were only one fourth of that number. The
region now almost becomes a Korean colony.19
In fact, the Qing rulers never loosened their ethnic
assimilation policies, even after 1881. Naturalization and
forced adoption of Chinese clothing and hair styles were prerequisites for owning a piece of land (ti fa ru ji, “changing
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hair style to be naturalized”).20 Furthermore, in 1910, one
year before Qing rule ended, “Specifications of
Naturalization of Immigrant Koreans” were issued to segregate Koreans from Chinese and further regulate their activities. These rules were explicitly seen as a way “to convert the
temperament of Korean people, make them true Chinese,
and eventually realize ethnic assimilation.”21 Despite all
these restrictions, however, Koreans came to own 55 percent
of the cultivated land in Yanbian by 1929.22
The mistrust between local Chinese and immigrant
Koreans grew when Japan annexed Korea in 1910 and decreed
that all ethnic Koreans would thereafter be granted Japanese
citizenship. This caused the Chinese Nationalist government
to fear increasing Japanese encroachment and a conspiracy
between ethnic Koreans and Japanese to occupy land in
Manchuria.23 This led the Nationalist government to intensify
ethnic assimilation policies directed at Koreans, and even to
expel a few Koreans from Yanbian.24 When the Japanese did
finally occupy Manchuria in 1931, as Japanese subjects,
Koreans were accorded higher status than Han Chinese; nevertheless, in an attempt to eliminate their ethnic identity,
they were prohibited from using the Korean language.
Chinese Communists gained from the power struggle in
Yanbian during the Japanese occupation. The Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) earned the backing of many
Koreans by promoting a policy of ethnic equality and helping
liberate Koreans from both Japanese colonial rule and the
ethnocentric policies of the Chinese Nationalists.25 Korean
Chinese later played an important role in building the new
socialist state by fighting effectively against Japan and the
Nationalists.26 The considerable contribution of Korean
immigrants to the development of northeast China was also
acknowledged, while the unpleasant memory of collaboration
with the Japanese was generally obliterated from official propaganda.27 Indeed, under early Communist rule, ethnic
Koreans were depicted as a model minority, closely “associating with” the central government.28 And, within the
Communist ideology, the status of ethnic Koreans as “peasants” accorded them favorable treatment as members of a
reliable social class.
For the older generation, who had experienced considerable hardship since coming to China, the founding of the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) was a blessing, because the
Communists promised to give poor peasants land of their
own. Most older Koreans accepted China as their own country with gratitude and sincerity.29 Furthermore, the
Communist government’s ethnic policies guaranteed respect
for minority traditions and customs, education in their own
language, and regional political autonomy. Korean Chinese
thus came to associate themselves psychologically with
northeast China, regarding themselves as Chinese nationals.
In general, they regarded themselves not only as beneficiaries of a new, “enlightened” Chinese minority policy, but also
of Communist rule.
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The Korean-Chinese house did not change much with
the coming of the PRC in 1949. As was the case in northern
areas of the Korean peninsula, rural houses were still roofed
largely with mud and thatch, a condition well documented in
the 1950s and 1960s in Manchuria.30 And though KoreanChinese villages were collectivized under Communist rule
and government control was for the first time able to penetrate to very low levels, few official efforts were made to
improve local housing conditions.31 This lack of attention
may have been the result of Communist modernization policies, which gave priority to industrial construction in cities; it
also accorded with policies before the reform era that praised
production and denounced consumption. Preferring to live
in ethnic villages as “cultural islands,” Korean Chinese were
thus able to maintain their traditions, retaining such activities as ethnic songs and folk dances, which were encouraged
by Communist policies. Throughout Mao’s regime, the
closed nature of Chinese society, which allowed no freedom
of residence or movement, also helped Koreans preserve
their ethnic boundaries and solidify their community.
During this period, houses also continued to be built as they
had been in previous decades.
Despite their loyalty to the CCP, Koreans were nevertheless among the ethnic groups in the northeast who suffered
most during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976). Many
Korean leaders and intellectuals were falsely charged with
spying or with being regional nationalists. Korean-Chinese
people learned from this experience that they were still
somehow different from mainstream Chinese. And with the
beginning of the reform period, this created a passion to construct a new sense of ethnic identity.32
The policies of the Cultural Revolution damaged the
standing of Korean Chinese considerably. It was not until
the promulgation of the 1984 “Law on the Autonomy of
Regional Nationalities” that new government policies establishing respect for customs and that the use of Korean language in education were restored. However, economic
development was the primary focus of government attention
during the early years of the reform era. As Deng Xiaoping,
the chief architect of Chinese reform, who visited Yanbian in
1983, explained: “(i)f we do not do well in economy, ethnic
autonomy is but an empty slogan.”33
In the wake of Deng’s visit to Yanbian, reforms on science, commerce, health, taxation and education marked a
first step toward opening the prefecture’s frontier to the outside world, especially to South Korea. In a 1991 visit to
Yanbian, Jiang Zemin, Deng’s political heir, also encouraged
local authorities to exploit the Korean population’s ethnic network to create closer economic and trading links with the
two Koreas. Then, in 2001, aiming to accelerate the economic development of ethnic regions in western China, the state
publicized the “Strategy of Developing the Great West” — a
policy that also covered Yanbian. Meanwhile, the state initiated “Activities to Bring Prosperity to Border Areas,” and eth-

nic Koreans in Yanbian were granted economic subsidies to
remake their houses. All these shifts in ethnic and frontier
policies have brought tangible material change to Yanbian.
They have also caused significant social change.
Moreover, as is the case elsewhere in the country, not all
change during the reform era has had to do with economic
development. The elevation of the status of women in society and in the family is now a prominent aspect of ethnic
policy.34 A steady transition has also taken place away from
traditional multigenerational families to the nuclear family,
and conjugality has replaced parenthood as the focus of
domestic life. These changes were intensified by the household contract responsibility system, a milestone of reform
policy instituted in 1978. In the 1990s, a survey of a village
in Helong County of Yanbian showed that there were 36
nuclear households out of a total of 58 Korean families,
accounting for 62.1 percent of all families.35
These changes to family structure have significantly
altered domestic living patterns. The downsizing of the
Korean-Chinese family, in particular, is now being clearly
expressed in the remaking of house form and spatial
arrangements. One obvious trend is toward separate
dwellings to house and be the property of separate nuclear
families. The decreasing number of family members in a
household has also made it possible to combine small rooms
into larger ones ( fi g . 5 ) . Historically, bedrooms in KoreanChinese houses were small, and partitions were used to
allow a multigenerational family to live under the same roof.
By comparison, a nuclear family today demands more space,
but fewer partitions. These changes were clearly evident in
my fieldwork. For instance, a gudul room in a house built in
the 1970s in Lutian Village in Hunchun has been enlarged
through the removal of partitions between it and the adjacent
bedrooms. Modern furniture and electronic facilities have
also been brought into the house ( fi g . 6 ) . Such material
change attests to the impact of ethnic policies on house form.
In China, Koreans have also been able to protect their
particular identity by preserving their language, keeping their
ethnic traditions, and attending ethnic schools (which have
been promoted by Communist minority policies). As a result,
many young Korean Chinese are bilingual, and can find jobs
in trading industries in big cities like Beijing and Qingdao, or
they have been able to go to Seoul as immigrant workers.
Such rapid social mobility has, however, created disorder within family structures, as young people have left behind villages
in the border region. Nowadays, Korean-Chinese communities in Yanbian are also undergoing a second wave of transformation as more and more young women are being attracted
to cities, leaving single young men stranded in small villages.
The birth rate is quite low in this region, despite the government’s encouragement. In many cases, whole families have
moved, and houses have been left deserted ( fi g . 7 ) .
So far, I have examined the major role played by the state
in the (re)construction of ethnic Korean identity in China.
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fi g u r e 5 . Combination of internal space
due to the change in family structure in
Korean-Chinese communities. Enlargement
of storage (top left), of bedroom (top right),
and of gudul-living room (right). Original
plan courtesy of Lin Jinhua, Yanbian
University.

From the imperial Qing to the PRC era, the portrayal of ethnic
Koreans in official propaganda has changed from descriptions
of a suspicious, if not vicious, minority group, to praise for
Koreans as hardworking, reliable citizens. As shown in the
next section, this (re)definition has in turn affected the self-definition and culture of Chinese Koreans. But this discussion
first requires a recap of several points related to the construction of culture, the forces that shape and influence the contents of ethnicity, and the purposes of ethnic meanings. As
Rapoport has suggested, one needs to “dismantle” the concept
of culture to classify and clarify the component parts.37

fi g u r e 7 . An abandoned house in Lutian Village. The whole family
went to Seoul as immigrant workers, an epitome of present economic changes
that are causing the decay of old structures in Korean-Chinese villages.

THE KOREAN-CHINESE HOUSE: A HYBRID FORM

figu re 6 . An enlarged gudul room in a Korean-Chinese house, built
in the 1970s in Lutian Village. Note the Western-style furniture and modern electric devices.

Because Yanbian is oriented to a geographical border (“a
region where two different civilizations face each other and overlap”38), interethnic interaction and everyday accommodation based
on face-to-face relationships there was inevitable. Though ethnic
Koreans retained their housing traditions as a way to maintain
their identity, these had to be adjusted to new geographical and
cultural surroundings. In other words, once ethnic Koreans settled down in Yanbian, they created a new, hybrid housing type
that might be termed Korean-Chinese “overlap” architecture.
One of the most disputed terms in postcolonial studies,
“hybridity” commonly refers to “the creation of new transcul-
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tural forms within the contact zone produced by colonization.”39 Nezar AlSayyad has written that hybridity can be
understood as a condition of interaction between parties with
concretely differing positions of power, who must nevertheless cohabit.40 Emerging from a space where elements
encounter and transform each other, instead of simply being
a synthesis of components, hybrid culture has the potential
to be a site of resistance, where the colonial subject
hybridizes, and the dominant power fails.
In the case of ethnic Korean houses in Yanbian, it is
important to examine the nature of this hybrid form and its
changing meanings and intentions over time. A hybrid
house form did serve to resist the policies of assimilation
under the Qing dynasty and colonization during the Japanese
occupation. However, contrary to the present theorization, I
argue that hybridity cannot always be seen as counterhegemonic or resistant to the policies of the state. Indeed, in this
case the understanding of hybridity is inseparable from the
self-perception by Korean-Chinese and from Chinese ethnic
policies that encouraged them to voluntarily isolate themselves from others and manage their lives in small villages.
Exchange between Manchu, Han, and Korean-Chinese
cultures has had a significant influence on housing in Yanbian,
and it has resulted in the development of more sophisticated
forms. As an immigrant ethnic group, it was inevitable that
Koreans would be influenced by, and in turn influence, surrounding groups. In a continuous process of interaction with
Han Chinese and others, the form of the dwelling and its elements, and finally ethnic identity itself, have evolved so they
are no longer the same as those of Koreans on the peninsula.

figu re 8 . Plans of the prototypes
of folk houses in the north of the
Korean peninsula, surveyed by
Yoshiyuki Iwatsuki in 1924. Source:
Shiro Sasaki, “Research Trends
Geographical Studies on Korean
Housing,” Collection of International
Studies at Utsunomiya University,
No.12 (2006).

figu re 9 . The typical plan of
Korean-Chinese houses in Yanbian,
surveyed in 1953. Note the variations and modifications from
Figure 8. Redrawn by author from
Y. Zhang, Jilin min ju (Vernacular
House in Jilin) (Beijing: Beijing
Architectural Industry Press, 1985).

The Korean-Chinese rural house can be called a hybrid
form for several reasons. First, its plan underwent a number
of modifications upon arrival in Manchuria. As the accompanying drawings indicate, the plans of Korean-Chinese rural
houses display a number of variations from historic Korean
prototypes ( fi g s . 8 , 9 ) .41 The kitchen was further compartmentalized, and more space was allotted for the cowshed and
for storage because immigrant Koreans cultivated large areas
of rice. Bedrooms were further partitioned, the additional
complexity of arrangement suggesting an increased number of
household members. The external chimney was also a visual
marker of Korean dwellings. Yet, unlike traditional Korean
houses, Korean-Chinese chimneys were built as diminutive
towers constructed with a brick base and a square wooden or
adobe pipe, and they were placed beyond an endwall instead of
in the center of the building ( fi g . 1 0 ) . Chimneys typically also
protruded well above the ridgeline to lessen the possibility of
igniting the thatched roof — a common feature of Manchu
houses that can be dated to prehistoric times.42
Second, the way of everyday life changed subtly in the
early years after the Korean migration to Yanbian. On the
peninsula, the horizontality of a Korean-style rural dwelling
was often accentuated by a colonnaded facade that sheltered
an elevated wooden porch, providing a transitional space
between outside and inside. Raised some 40 centimeters
above the foundation stones, this was a functional space
where household members and visitors could remove their
shoes before entering and sitting directly on the gudul. In
response to the harsh winters in Manchuria, however,
Korean Chinese began to take their shoes off inside the
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figu re 1 0 . A
Korean-Chinese chimney (Lutian Village) is
built as a diminutive
tower with a square
vertical pipe, and is
placed beyond the endwall of the house.

house. As a result, the external porch became more decorative than functional, and has now disappeared entirely in
many recently built and rebuilt houses.
In Changcai Village of Longjing City, one of the six
municipalities of Yanbian Prefecture, there are approximately
one hundred households, with a total population of 323 people, all of whom are Korean Chinese. This village was one of
the earliest established by immigrant Koreans, who moved
o
there from Hamgyongdo in the 1880s. During fieldwork
here, I found that Korean-Chinese houses came to display
many variations from the prototypical Korean folk houses
described in 1924 by Yoshiyuki Iwatsuki (r e f e r to fi g .8 ) .43
In the case of both tiled- and thatched-roof houses, the colonnaded porch has either been reduced in size or eliminated.
Tiled-roofs houses originally featured a full external colonnaded porch, but the gudul room and kitchen were later
extended to include this area as interior space (f i g . 1 1 ) . In
thatched-roof houses the colonnaded porch has been entirely
merged into the gudul room, indicating that both family
members and visitors now remove their shoes inside the
house ( fig. 1 2 ) . Moreover, in villages where Koreans and
Chinese live together, L-shaped and even I-shaped kang may
sometimes now be used for pragmatic reasons.44 KoreanChinese people have thus changed their lifestyle from that
on the Korean peninsula to accommodate natural and cultural circumstance in Yanbian. Variations in house plan are a
testament to this social and cultural change.
Although many modifications were made to produce a
hybrid form, a large gudul has always dominated the interior
spatial arrangement of Korean-Chinese houses. This has
meant that the typical symmetry and hierarchy of layout in a
Han Chinese house never became a reference for ethnic
Korean houses. In the royal record of the Korean Joseon
dynasty (1392–1910), the ondol was described as a way to prevent illness.45 And in Korean domestic architecture subfloor
heating has long been regarded not merely as an element of

fi g u r e 1 1 . The Li residence in Changcai Village, built in the 1910s.
Note the external colonnaded porch has shrunk in size and is unconnected
to the gudul room.

fi g u r e 1 2 . The Gao residence in Lutian Village, built in 1905. Note
the external colonnaded porch is totally merged with the gudul room.
Plan courtesy of Ms. Lin Jinhua at Yanbian University.
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house design, but as a key infrastructure of culture and
healthcare. Thus, when Koreans moved to Yanbian to cultivate rice, it is not hard to understand why they retained this
system as a way to endure the long, severe winter.
In the Korean-Chinese house, the gudul is an arena
where everyday activities and interactions take place. As a
container for culture and a cultural mechanism, it supports
traditional, familiar activities, food habits, and so on — i.e.,
expressions of the cultural core important to Korean Chinese
as a group. No matter how the external circumstances
changed, the gudul remained the dominant interior feature of
the Korean-Chinese house. It provided comprehensible cues
for behavior and fit people’s unwritten rules and lifestyles.
As a core cultural element, the gudul helped reinforce and
redefine group identity.
Under the ethnocentric policies of the Qing dynasty,
house form was one of the few choices Korean Chinese could
effectively make to mark their ethnic identity in a foreign
land. Almost everything in a house that reflected their
lifestyle — height, size, decoration, number of bays, principles of spatial arrangement — were used to demonstrate
closeness to the culture of the Korean peninsula and a different sense of nationality. And in continuing to build houses
around the gudul, lifestyle became a form of resistance, part
of an effort by which Korean Chinese could construct an ethnic identity that distinguished them from others. As such,
house form became a realm of resistance to the coercive ethnic assimilation policies of the Qing dynasty and the oppressive regimes that followed.
Homi Bhabha has argued that resistance does not
require “intentionality,” and thus should not be defined by an
oppositional politics. Instead, resistance is “the effect of an
ambivalence produced within the rules of recognition of
dominating discourses as they articulate the signs of cultural
difference and reimplicate them within the deferential relations of colonial power — hierarchy, normalization, marginalization, and so forth.”46 Resistance, as exemplified in the
making of the ethnic-Korean rural house, was not triggered
by the ambition to gain political autonomy for the region. It
merely indicated that the homogenizing politics of “colonizing disavowal” failed in domestic life. Thereby, the binary
categories such as cultural domination and political hegemony were both dismantled, allowing a means of developing
new anti-monolithic models of cultural exchange and growth.
If the original hydridity of the Korean-Chinese house represented a form of resistance, the practice of (re)making it after
the Communist revolution likewise has not accorded with the
official evaluation of ethnic Koreans as an obedient minority.
However, in order to study the nature of hybridity in the
Korean-Chinese house under the new ethnic policies of the
PRC, the ethnic policies themselves deserve close examination.
The PRC is defined in its constitution as a “unitary
multiethnic state,” consisting of people from many nationalities. Its original ethnic policy thus guaranteed respect for

such things as the traditions and customs of minorities, ethnic education in minority languages, and political participation through national regional autonomy. However, as I
mentioned at the end of the last section, the ethnic policy of
the PRC drew a distinction between ethnic identity and
political identity. This distinction fit the needs of the
Korean minority in China well. Under Maoist ideology, ethnic and cultural differences were replaced by class divisions,
allowing ethnic Koreans to consider themselves Chinese
nationals of Korean origin. The strong ethnic identity of a
minority was actually presumed to help intensify its Chinese
political identity. (The issue of how to construct ethnic identity did not surface until the end of Cultural Revolution.)
This self-definition of Korean-Chinese people as part of,
rather than apart from, the Chinese state is deeply rooted.
In a 2004 report, more than 70 percent of young Korean
Chinese indicated that they thought of themselves as
Chinese by citizenship, Korean by culture.47
In this vein, keeping Korean-Chinese traditions and culture has become a crucial part of state ethnic policies, which
in turn has encouraged the elevation of ethnic consciousness. Thus, since the beginning of the reform era, the government has felt it imperative to subsidize ethnic minorities
to enhance their cultural identity. Indeed, present ethnic
policies actually encourage strong cultural identity among
minorities as a way to promote ethnic unity and stability in
the border region. The hybrid form developed in (re)making
the ethnic Korean house since then has thus become a statesupported practice.
Profound material change has taken place in ethnicKorean rural houses since the reform era began, and since
China has become increasingly integrated into the world
economy. Material change has in turn brought change in the
way of life, a crucial aspect of ethnic identity. If hybridity has
come to resist anything during this new period, it is another
“homogenizing, unifying force” — globalization. In this
case, hybridization works to counter the normalizing and
homogenizing aspects of globalization, even as globalization
enhances certain aspects of local culture in material terms.
Since reform, Korean Chinese peasants have found that
they can afford larger houses, more expensive materials, and
modern electric devices. Other changes, such as the removal
of cowshed from the main house and the use of glazed windows, have changed the exterior appearance of the traditional
house altogether ( fi g . 1 3 ) . Meanwhile, inside, modern,
Western equipment such as a refrigerator, natural-gas stove,
and water-purifying devices are now widely used. These
changes can be seen in another house I surveyed during my
fieldwork. Built in the late 1990s in Lutian village, its large
gudul room is now equipped with Western-style wardrobes
and electric appliances ( fi g . 1 4 ) .
Language and education have been two of the most
important elements that have increased the willingness of
the Korean minority to accept outside influence. And in sev-
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figu re 1 3 . The development of Korean-Chinese house form in Yanbian. Note the removal of the cowshed from the house and other changes in the layout.
Redrawn by author from Baishou Li, “A Study of Korean-Chinese Rural House in Northeast China,” Anthropology and Ethnography, No.6 (2007).

eral respects house form and interior arrangement now
reflect a standardized notion of modern life. Perhaps most
significantly, recent developments in spatial layout reflect a
growing concern for health and hygiene. This helps explain
the removal of the cowshed. In the aforementioned provincial survey of the 1950s, the cowshed was an integral part of
the layout of a Korean-Chinese house. However, it subsequently came to be thought of as “unhealthy,” and was
removed from the house permanently.
Domestic space is now divided into separate and distinct,
specialized rooms to accommodate different domestic activities
and functions (cooking, eating, sleeping, bathing, relaxation),
but more specifically to accommodate the accumulation of
consumer goods. These have been made available through
the mass market, and imported from the outside industrialized world. They include such items as Western-style furniture, specialized equipment, a variety of clothes, cooking
utensils, and the general accoutrements of living.
However, long-standing aspects of the Korean way of life
have not simply given way. The kitchen, for instance, was
where young people were taught about formality, informality

figu re 1 4 . The interior of a Korean-Chinese house in Lutian Village,
built in the late 1990s, showing the Western-style furniture and other
facilities on the gudul room.

and neatness and how to behave properly when watching
food being prepared. In new affordable housing built in
2007, a thin partition with glass is used to separate the
kitchen and the main gudul room. The new materials keep
the cooking space from intruding on living space, without
blocking visual exchange, allowing the old lifestyle to be
maintained while enhancing sanitary conditions ( fig. 1 5 ) .
In the houses in this newly built community, the gudul
also continues to occupy the largest area and govern the overall layout of interior space. In many ways the prominence of
the gudul has been reinforced, even though partitions have
been added to separate it from the kitchen. The gudul is an
element of the culture core that maintains group identity. As
such, its position has not been lost as a result of exposure to
economic globalization, which has otherwise brought a new
dynamic to rural Korean-Chinese houses.
The idea of globalization cannot be properly understood
out of the context of local particularities. Though some
authors have written that globalization implies processes of
mass cultural homogenization, many scholars have argued
that cultural globalization should be recognized as involving
diverse phenomena originating in different nations and
regions.48 The material development in Korean-Chinese
houses can be considered a testament to the latter view. In
this case, the process of Yanbian’s integration into the global
economy has redefined and reinforced a group identity. The
success of South Korea’s modernization is regarded as a
model for economic development in China, and the cultural
influence of the South on Korean communities in China,
especially among young people, is extensive. Cultural commodities from South Korea are particularly favored by Korean
Chinese. For instance, faddish posters showing popular
Korean movie stars are popularly used as wall decorations in
Yanbian. Though standardized in many aspects, the forces
of globalization thus are able to reinforce local identity in a
context such as this.
The condition of the Korean-Chinese house is also today
being influenced by a new Chinese government initiative to
improve rural living conditions. Issues related to farmers,
agriculture, and rural areas have become a major concern of
the central government in the new millennium, and it enacted a policy of “Constructing Socialist New Rural
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figu re 1 5 . The standardized
plan for new Korean-Chinese
communities to house two families,
subsidized by the state in 2005.
Note the glass partition separating
the gudul room from the kitchen.

Communities” in 2005, whose aim has been to narrow the
gap between urban and rural China. For the first time this
new law has called for the improvement of rural infrastructure and included clear stipulations for planning and
(re)building rural housing.49 The policy is now being implemented on a national level, from villages in the outskirts of
Beijing to the most remote corners of the country.
In Yanbian, the project gained full impetus in 2007.
Rural houses were first classified according to standing conditions. For those requiring renovation, the policy then mandated that thatched roofs be replaced with tile, and plastered
mud walls be replaced with brick and mortar. Dilapidated
houses were to be demolished and rebuilt on their existing
sites. As an official report admitted, in the construction of
such new rural communities, “the central problem of
rebuilding rural thatch-and-mud houses is that peasants generally fail to raise enough money.”50 However, government
subsidies have now helped persuade peasants to remake
their houses. In Antu County, the maximum financial subsidy to a Korean-Chinese household to renovate or rebuild a
house was RMB 12,000 — a favorable term for ethnic
Koreans. In Antu, it is reported that nine hundred thatched
houses have been renovated in 2008, and more will be
rebuilt in 2009.51
Scholars interested in vernacular houses and cultures
may be worried about the rapid transformation in rural
Yanbian, as it seems “renovating” a Korean-Chinese thatched
house actually means rebuilding it from the ground up with
modern materials. The expectation is that ethnic and cultural traits will disappear under the onslaught of globalization.
However, the resilience of Korean-Chinese communities in
response to external circumstances should not be underestimated, especially with the active support of the state. For
instance, in the newly built Korean-Chinese community in
Yueqing Township of Tumen City, not only do construction

materials and technologies differ from those in traditional
houses, but the introduction of such elements as glazed windows, iron security doors, corbel friezes, and tiled-roofs in
bright colors, have altogether altered the appearance of individual homes ( fi g . 1 6 ) . However, as an indication of the
continuity of the traditional lifestyle, the major living room is
still dominated by the gudul, even if it is built using new
materials and technologies ( fi g . 1 7 ) .

fi g u r e 1 6 . Newly built houses for ethnic Koreans in Yueqing
Township in 2007 as part of the state-led project of constructing socialist
new rural communities. The glazed windows and color scheme altogether
change the traditional appearance of the Korean-Chinese house.
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figu re 1 7 . Inside the newly-built house in Yueqing Township. The
gudul still dominates the organization of internal space, showing the continuity of lifestyle.

THE NEW INSTRUMENTALITY OF HYBRID FORM

The ethnic-Korean house in Yanbian, after reform, thus
provides an example in which hybridity does not resist political
authority. It also raises questions about the present theorization
of hybridity. What the Chinese state has done is to encourage
the local government, headed by elected ethnic Koreans, to
manage its cultural and economic life, while retaining power
over external political affairs. Hybridity can thus be seen as a
part of state ethnic policy, and it does not necessarily carry a
negative political message. However, hybridity in this case does
resist something — the homogenizing force of globalization —
much as it resisted the assimilating policies of the late Qing
dynasty. In this way hybridity retains its potential as a form of
resistance to cultural domination and the politics of homogenization, and in the development of new anti-monolithic models of cultural exchange and growth.
The different political significations of hybridity in
Yanbian track the impact of changing ethnic policies.
Throughout this report, I have argued that ethnic policies,
along with other external social and economic processes,
have been crucial in shaping and reshaping ethnic categories
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and definitions, and that these ethnic policies were designed
and implemented by the Chinese state. However, ethnicity is
also the product of actions undertaken by ethnic groups as
they form and reform their own self-definition and culture.
In order to understand the interplay between the actions of
ethnic groups and the larger social structures with which
they form and reform identity, I have examined in detail the
change in ethnic-Korean rural houses since the 1880s.
The design of dwellings, the materials and manner of
their construction, their size and contents, and their arrangement in settlements are perhaps the most visible signs of any
civilization and culture. Housing standards clearly reflect
forms of civilization, the extent of economic development,
lifeways, social and political priorities. In this report I have
traced the trajectory of notions of Korean ethnicity in China as
a reaction to state policies, from the ethnocentrism of the late
Qing dynasty to the accommodation with contemporary globalization that has characterized the reform era. I have examined how ethnic policies have manifested themselves in house
form, both directly — for instance, in terms of the change in
family structure following changes in government policies
with regard to the role of women — and indirectly, as exemplified in the different meanings and intentions of hybridity.
I have proposed that the ethnic identity of a minority group is
constructed in a continuous process, and that house form,
defined by culture, helps reinforce and redefine that identity.
For example, I have shown that the gudul in the KoreanChinese house provides comprehensible cues for behavior
and thus continues to reinforce unwritten rules and lifestyles.
It has thus been retained as an architectural element through
different regimes for more than one hundred years and
become a defining element of group identity.
Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture is labeled by the
state as a model of ethnic unity and the stability. Though present Chinese ethnic and frontier policies, which have played a
key role in forming ethnic identity and shaping house form,
are basically a success story in Yanbian, in other border areas,
such as Tibet and Xinjiang, recent uprisings and riots have
challenged these policies.52 It may well be that alternations
and amendments to these policies will appear, and that social
and political change will once again demonstrate itself in the
making and remaking of physical construction.
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